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Introduction.
The explosive interest in B-ISDN and its underlying Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology [1, 2] has been making itself felt right across the telecommunications industry. Telephone companies see the high bandwidth, flexible digital services enabling them to enter the computer networking markets, while computer users see the scale of demand for ATM technology resulting in highly cost-effective ATM based LANs.
The possibility of using ATM to provide high bandwidth connectivity for sections of the Internet has not gone unnoticed. An attractive scenario is that ATM virtual connections will replace current long-haul IP links, with IP-over-ATM extending closer to the desktop as ATM itself evolves and expands. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has been studying the issue of using ATM links to support IP -discussing issues such as packet encapsulation, signalling, and address resolution. A standard has been issued (RFC 1483 -"Multiprotocol Encapsulation over ATM Adaptation Layer 5" [3] ) which covers the mapping of IP packets into AAL_SDUs over AAL5 connections.
However, using ATM has been a contentious issue within the LAN industry. Concerns have been raised over the 'inefficient' segmentation of LAN packets into ATM cells (e.g. [4, 5] ). This article looks at the relationship between certain LAN traffic types, and the resulting ATM traffic. In particular, 'live' traffic from an IP based LAN is used to estimate the likely cell traffic and utilisation in an ATM LAN. The ATM layer is considered to be a form of Physical layer, with ATM Adaptation Layers (AALs) providing the equivalent of Link layer services [6] . Two ATM Adaptation Layers (AALs) -AAL3/4 and AAL5 -have been defined for packet protocols such as IP. (A description of these two AALs is given in [7] and many other sources, so it will not be repeated here.) Every link layer technology has limits on the maximum PDU size they will support. Ethernet can support 1500 byte IP packets. IEEE 802.3 using an 802.2 Connectionless mode LLC can support 1492 byte IP packets. Early development of IP in the ARPAnet utilised a maximum packet size of 576 bytes. This size must be known by the IP layer so it can fragment oversized IP packets into suitably sized chunks. The value is known as the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) for a given subnet. When IP packets travel through routers, the router will fragment packets that are too large for the new subnet.
ATM as another link layer.
AAL5 can support AAL_SDUs up to 64kbyte long. The impact of transmitting such large IP packets may be significant if the packets will eventually leave the B-ISDN and travel even part of their way across links with smaller MTUs. With this in mind, the Network Working Group is working on a new draft standard, at this stage called "Default IP MTU for use over ATM AAL5" [8] . The default MTU, which all IP-over-ATM nodes must support, is to be 9180 bytes (also the MTU for IP across SMDS [9] ).
The aim of RFC1483 is to develop a standard for carrying multiple protocols, of which IP is one. The IETF note two methods for supporting multiple protocols. Where dynamic and rapid creation of virtual connections is possible, each protocol may choose to open a virtual connection for its own use -VC based multiplexing. Where virtual connections are slow to create, or simply scarce commodities, 802.3 Logical Link Control (LLC) encapsulation is proposed, to multiplex different protocols onto a single AAL5 connection. Figure 2 shows how an IP packet will be encapsulated to form an AAL_SDU. The first 8 bytes indicate that the payload is a Routed Non-ISO PDU, with the EtherType associated with IP packets (0x800). The LLC/SNAP header may be removed where VC based multiplexing is used, saving 8 bytes per packet. However, this will only be useful in environments where both ends can agree on the mapping between ATM connections and network layer protocols. It will also not interwork with ATM nodes that only support LLC/SNAP encapsulated IP packets.
When an IP packet is passed to the underlying AAL its segmentation results in a burst of cells. The burst length depends on the size of the packet, and the burst rate is entirely dependent on traffic shaping in the ATM interface -it cannot be controlled by the IP layer.
The issue of efficient ATM cell usage.
We define 'efficiency' as the average fraction of the cell's 53 bytes that are actually used to carry 'user data'. The segmentation of packets into fixed sized cells does lead to a potentially inefficient use of bandwidth. As cells are a fixed length, the last cell will carry the padding (wasted space) added to ensure the CPCS_PDU is a multiple of 48 bytes. Figure 3 plots the efficiency of bit usage on an AAL5 virtual connection against IP packet size, where the 'user data' is the IP packet (excluding the LLC/SNAP header, which is considered to be additional overhead). Variations in packet size can significantly affect the achieved efficiency -an observation that is especially true for small IP packets. The best efficiency we can expect is no more than 100*(48/53) = 91%. Because of the 8 byte encapsulation, and 8 byte trailer of an AAL5 CPCS_PDU, this figure will never be reached. Two questions have been raised in LAN circles -is segmenting into small, fixed size cells acceptable, and is the standard 48 byte cell payload a poor choice? The only effective way to address these issues is to evaluate the impact of actual IP traffic.
IP traffic distributions published by Ramon Caceres in 1989 [10] , and subsequent analysis in an ATM context [11] , provided the inspiration for our own experiments. The data in [10] was based on the traffic between the main gateways of three U.S. institutions and 'The Internet'. As the predominant transport protocol was TCP, the analysis in [11] focussed on WAN oriented TCP traffic. Various methods of stripping and compressing redundant information to improve the potential inefficiency of ATM transport were identified. However, the new encapsulation standards were not available at the time and so are not incorporated into the analysis.
It seemed essential to establish some more representative figures for IP traffic internal to a 'typical' LAN. Additionally, we considered it useful to analyse the impact of RFC1483 encapsulation. To this end, two independent traces were taken of traffic on the Electrical Engineering Department's Ethernet. The first ran for almost a week, between midday on Monday 24th of May, and 2am, Monday 31st of May 1993. The second ran for over 16 days in late June 1993.
Characterising cell traffic -efficiency and cell counts.
Calculating the percentage efficiency with which a cell is filled provides only an indirect method of evaluating the impact of IETF's encapsulation scheme, and AAL5's segmentation and reassembly. A significant criteria for ATM user's is the number of cells they transmit to support the network layer traffic they need to exchange. This directly affects their total costs (where links are charged on some function of cell count). For a given packet rate, the number of cells per packet may be used to estimate the connection's bandwidth requirements. This metric will also be useful in estimating the effect of running over rate limited connections (which will be limited on the basis of 'cell rate' [12] ).
Consider the following approximate results extracted from [11] : (Roughly 14% of TCP payloads have lengths between 11 and 256 bytes. A histogram is shown in [11] from which a rough visual estimate may be made that the mean payload length in this range is about 40 bytes. This corresponds to 80 bytes of IP packet, or 3 ATM cells).
So, over 100 'typically' distributed TCP payloads: 100 * 0.7 * 2 = 140 cells due to tiny payloads, and 100 * 0.14 * 3 = 42 cells due to medium payloads, and 100 * 0.16 * 13 = 208 cells due to large payloads.
giving a total of 390 cells on the virtual connection.
Notice that although 'large' packets only occur 16% of the time, they generate 53% of all cells sent on the connection.
For our traffic analysis we defined Equivalent ATM Cells, or EAC, to be the number of cells transmitted for every 100 'typically distributed' TCP/IP or UDP/IP packets. The EAC for a given source of IP traffic is calculated from a histogram of IP packet lengths. For every length seen, the length+8 (to account for the RFC 1483 encapsulation) is then used to calculate the number of cells the resultant AAL_SDU will generate. The traffic analysed above has an EAC of 390.
To analyse efficiency, we defined Effective Cell Utilisation, or ECU, to represent the average percentage of a 53 byte cell that is actually end-to-end information given the TCP/UDP traffic distribution in question. The derivation of ECU is shown below: ECU = 53*EAC 100*(Average bytes per packet)
The 'average bytes per packet' is derived from the observed packet distribution. The EAC and ECU values reflect the impact of any overhead involved in placing the IP packets into ATM cells. In this context both the LLC/SNAP encapsulation and the 8 byte AAL5 CPCS_PDU trailer are considered to be overhead.
The worst ECU possible is 37.7% (for empty TCP or UDP payloads -40 bytes long, with an EAC of 200). The theoretical best ECU is 90.5%, achieved with very large IP packets -around 64kbytes long, the limit for an AAL5 AAL_SDU. However, the ECU converges on this optimal value at much smaller IP packet sizes (as seen in figure 3 ).
RFC 1144 TCP/IP header compression.
The analysis of 'datagram header encoding' in [11] prompted us to consider the impact of compressing IP headers prior to the LLC/SNAP encapsulation. RFC 1144 [13] aims to solve a problem for low speed point to point serial links by compressing the combined headers of TCP/IP packets. (It does not cover UDP/IP packets, as the compression was not considered worthwhile). The claimed compression is impressive -the combined IP and TCP headers should collapse from 40 bytes to 5 bytes. The same process may be used over ATM by implementing suitably fast compression and decompression engines at either end of the virtual connection.
Applying RFC 1144 compression to the data extracted earlier leads to the following results: 100 * 0.7 * 1 = 70 cells due to tiny payloads, and 100 * 0.14 * 2 = 20.8 cells due to 'medium' payloads, and 100 * 0.16 * 12 = 192 cells due to large payloads.
This represents an EAC of 282.8, or a reduction of cell traffic to 72.5% of its uncompressed value.
There are no current standards specifying how compressed header IP packets should be carried, so my analysis assumes a similar LLC/SNAP header would be applied before calculating EAC and ECU values. The EAC is calculated by shifting the TCP packet length histograms by 35 bytes, to simulate the global reduction in header lengths.
Our IP traffic environment.
The department configuration shown in Figure 4 was fairly simple. Two machines, mullian and munagin, provided file serving facilities for the departmental array of Sun workstations, and also acted as IP gateways for all points outside the department. ...assorted dept. and group workstations Figure 4 Three major categories of traffic were traced:
(a) Between the servers and local machines, (b) Between local machines and the rest of the world (through the gateways), and (c) Internal traffic purely between local machines.
For every packet seen by the tracing machine, NNStat would extract both the Ethernet and IP Source and Destination addresses. The three traffic categories were defined in the following way:
-If a packet's destination Ethernet and IP addresses matched one of the servers, the packet was considered to be in category (a). -If a packet's source Ethernet and IP addresses matched one of the servers, then it was also category (a). -If either Ethernet address was a server, but neither the destination nor source IP addresses belonged to the server, it was classified as category (b). -If neither Ethernet address matched a server, then it was category (c). The EtherType statistics revealed that only IP packets were carried on the department subnet. The only IP protocols seen were TCP, UDP and ICMP. Over all three categories less than 2% of the traffic was due to ICMP.ּ No attempt was made to break down TCP and UDP traffic by port number. This would be a useful next step in analysing the impact of particular TCP or UDP based applications on an IP-over-ATM link.
The resultant TCP and UDP packet histogram were used to generate the percentage abundance of cell-bursts of lengths from 1 to 32 (the largest cell burst corresponding to the Ethernet MTU of 1500 bytes). The EAC values were then calculated from the cell burst histograms.
A problem with NNStat prevented statistics on 'IP fragments' from being kept. This stopped us from estimating the cell traffic if the MTU had been 9180 bytes rather than 1500.
Analysis of the May 1993 trace results.
The analysis results for the May trace are tabulated below. ICMP packets made up only 4.5% of Server-Internal traffic, less than 0.3% of the other categories, and was ignored. The percentage comparisons of UDP and TCP are based on packet count, rather than bytes carried.
The dominance of TCP in Gateway traffic is consistent with the results in [11] . However, we noticed a significant difference with the localised traffic, which vastly exceeds Gateway traffic and shows a different protocol and packet mix. In all cases the other characteristic worth noting is that the EAC values are high, and hence the ECU's are much higher than the theoretical worst case. Applying RFC1144 compression to TCP traffic caused an observable drop in EAC for all traffic categories. The ECU's all rose, with the largest improvement occuring with Gateway traffic. 
Traffic type

Analysis of the June 1993 trace results.
The June 1993 results were analysed in a little more depth and used as the basis of a presentation at the Australian Broadband Switching and Services Symposium, July 1993. Whereas the May raw data was cumulative over the week, the June results were stored in 2-day intervals. This allowed a time-line to be plotted for EAC and ECU variations over the 16 day period. Figure 5 shows the cumulative byte count over the trace period. The coarse scale of the plot fails to show up the daily variations in traffic (quiet and active periods corresponding to human activity on the computer resources, backups, etc). However it is easy to see that the traffic is still primarily local rather than WAN oriented, as was the case in May. To enable direct comparison with the May trace, the average results over the 16 day period are are tabulated below. The TCP/UDP percentages are calculated slightly differently -as a percentage of (TCP + UDP), thus completely ignoring ICMP traffic. The traffic patterns have changed since the May trace. However, the impact of RFC1144 compression is still apparent. Gateway traffic ECU again benefits the most, with the other two categories seeing a moderate improvement.
Traffic type
Figures 6 and 7 show that the cell burst distributions inherit the broadly bi-modal distribution of the original IP traffic. The weighted sum of the Server traffic to and from mullian and munagin is represented. Also notable is that the distributions are reasonably consistent in every 2 day period of the 16 day trace. TCP traffic shows a distinct clumping effect, around 2-cell and 32-cell bursts. UDP traffic has a significant level of traffic around 2-, 3-, and 4-cell bursts. This directly impacts the ECU vs payload results presented later. In the following diagrams the variation in ECU and EAC values can be appreciated visually, as can the effect of header compression on each of these values. Our trace data did not allow greater depth of analysis, so it has not been possible to examine the source of these graphs' shapes. It is possible that the sample times were correlated in some way with events such as backup dumps being performed across the network. This percentage can be taken as a cost reduction factor for virtual connections that are charged on some form of per-cell basis. Despite the fluctuations in the total EACs, the effect of header compression on Server and Internal traffic is reasonably constant around 95%. Gateway traffic shows a far greater sensitivity to header compression, as it is most effective on small packet traffic. The best percentage improvement for Gateway traffic occurs when the original EAC itself is already low. Figure 9 The reduction in cell count through RFC1144 header compression is not the only criteria of interest to a network designer. In practice the achievable throughput at the IP level will depend on whatever delays are introduced by the compression/decompression 'engines' at each end of the link.
The issue of payload size.
The choice of 48 byte payload for ATM cells has caused a certain degree of concern amongst the datacomms industry, where the payload is seen as too small compared to the sorts of packet sizes that may carried. However, our analysis of how ATM traffic is affected by varying the cell size does not support this concern. EAC and ECU calculations for the June 1993 traffic were also performed across a range of ATM cell payload sizes. A striking characteristic of these graphs is that ECU does not appear to be grossly affected by varying the payload size from the standard 48 bytes. Figure 12 Gateway traffic, shown in Figure 12 , demonstrates the most interesting variation in ECU with payload size. The shape is similar to the efficiency vs payload size graph previously noted for WAN traffic in [11] . The most efficient payload size is 60 or 64 bytes, with sizes up to 80 bytes achieving better performance than the minor peak at 32 bytes. It is obvious that 48 byte payloads are poor for this traffic category.
When TCP header compression is applied and small payloads are used the ECU appears to exceed the 'theoretical' limit. This is because ECU is defined using the average length of IP packets prior to header compression being applied. It is a reasonable definition, as it provides the efficiency as perceived by the IP layer. However, it allows for some apparently anomalous results. For example, a 60 byte TCP/IP packet becomes 25 bytes long after header compression, thus fitting into a single 53 byte cell.. With 100 packets we get an EAC of 100, leading to an ECU of (100*60)/(53*100) = 113%.
Allowing for this anomaly, we still see that compression has a dramatic effect on ECU for small cell payloads. However, for payloads over 60 bytes the improvement is no longer so marked, and follows the general trend of the uncompressed traffic plot. This can be attributed to the small packets in Gateway traffic, which may be carried in their entirety within payloads bigger than 60 bytes. As payloads increase beyond this, the percentage of 'wasted' payload space increases.
What AAL3/4 could not offer over AAL5.
The original datagram support AAL was AAL3/4, which has similarities to the adaptation protocol used by IEEE 802.6 DQDB [14] . It provides the ability to multiplex different AAL_SDU streams across a single virtual connection, which AAL5 does not. A 10 bit Multiplexing ID field in each cell carries this information. The IETF could have used the multiplexing function of AAL3/4 to support up to 2 10 protocols, and eliminate the 8 byte encapsulation. However figure 13(a) shows the overall effect of AAL3/4's cell by cell encapsulation overhead. Figure 13(b) shows the saving in EAC that LLC/SNAP/AAL5 still achieves over AAL3/4 on real traffic. For large IP packets (above 600 bytes) LLC/SNAP/AAL5 provides a real bonus as each IP packet needs 1 less cell than it would using AAL3/4. For small IP packets (under 150 bytes) there is only marginal difference between their cell usage.
Conclusions.
We believe the Equivalent ATM Cell (EAC) figure is a good metric by which to judge the performance of different IP traffic mixes and encapsulation or transmission methods. Encapsulation schemes constitute additional overhead whenever IP packets are being segmented into bursts of cells. The ECU encompasses encapsulation schemes by comparing the average 'user data' (the actual IP packet) length to the number of cell bytes sent.
Non-local Gateway (WAN) traffic was found to be predominantly TCP. Our LAN traffic, much more significant in terms of total packets and bytes, showed a TCP:UDP packet ratio of around 40%:60%. The LAN and WAN traffic showed quite different EAC and ECU values -a high level of large packets directly leading to better average cell utilisation.
In all three categories the application of RFC 1144 compression to the TCP component of the traffic decreased the EAC, providing a consequential improvement in ECU. The question of whether high speed header compression is possible becomes an important one to answer.
The 'EAC vs payload' plots show that increasing the payload size will always reduce the number of cells per second on a given link, and hence reduce header processing, segmentation, and reassembly speed requirements.
However, the 'ECU vs payload' plots show that cell payload size is relatively unimportant to utilisation efficiency for typical IP traffic distributions. All three categories are best served by payloads between 40 to 96 bytes long. The official size of 48 bytes is not particularly poor.
